Thank you for your purchase of the Tranquil Décor Bamboo Basalt Fountain from EasyPro. Please read through all instructions before beginning assembly of your fountain.

**HBB39 Bamboo fountain includes**
- Vertical basalt column
- Faux bamboo spout
- Lower polished stone
- Tube of black silicone

*Complete kits will include these items as well as basin, plumbing kit and pump.*

**Tubing Installation Instructions**

1. To connect plumbing to the basalt, lay the basalt on its side. Be sure to be careful when moving the basalt. Use assistance if needed to avoid injury.

2. The bottom hole needs to be sealed by tubing or other method so water will travel up the column and out the side port and bamboo spout. An EasyPro plumbing kit part # PK1L includes 3/4” tubing and a friction ring that will seal this hole.

3. With the PK1L tubing kit, install the friction ring over the end of the tubing.

4. Carefully press the assembled friction ring (4A) and tubing into the bottom hole of the basalt. It will be a very tight fit. The use of a dull object (i.e. unsharpened pencil) can be used to help press the friction ring into the hole. (4B) Press until friction ring is below the surface of the basalt. (4C) Avoid breaking or tearing the friction ring or water will not travel properly up the column.

5. Once tubing is connected, the column can be tipped into place on the basin and connected to the pump.
Bamboo Spout Installation

1. Determine where the column and lower stone will be placed. Provided the flow is 300 gph or less, water will arch only a few inches as it drops down.

2. If you wish to shorten the bamboo spout, it can be cut down to your desired length.

3. Dry fit the bamboo spout into the hole on the column's side and mark the placement with a pencil.

4. Remove the bamboo spout and use supplied silicone (or other silicone if black color is not preferred) by applying it to the spout. Use the line drawn as a guide to apply silicone just inside the line about 1/4". This will allow the silicone to spread just a little when installing the bamboo but not make a mess on the outside of the stone.

5. Install the spout into the side hole. Be sure the spout is in the correct orientation so water will properly spill from the spout.

6. Carefully apply a bead of silicone around the base of the spout. Use only enough to seal the gap. If you wish to smooth the surface of the silicone, do so right away as it will skin over in 5 to 10 minutes.

7. Allow silicone to fully dry before putting fountain into use. A full cure takes about 24 hours. If any leaks around the spout occur, simply use a little more silicone to seal them up.

For more information

A video of a similar basalt installation can be seen at our website in our videos section or our YouTube channel here: https://youtu.be/13YG3I5c3yY.